Soft sticky dipole-quadrupole-octupole potential energy function for liquid water: an approximate moment expansion.
A new, efficient potential energy function for liquid water is presented here. The new model, which is referred here as the soft sticky dipole-quadrupole-octupole (SSDQO) model, describes a water molecule as a Lennard-Jones sphere with point dipole, quadrupole, and octupole moments. It is a single-point model and resembles the hard-sphere sticky dipole potential model for water by Bratko et al. [J. Chem. Phys. 83, 6367 (1985)] and the soft sticky dipole model by Ichiye and Liu [J. Phys. Chem. 100, 2723 (1996)] except now the sticky potential consists of an approximate moment expansion for the dimer interaction potential, which is much faster than the true moment expansion. The object here is to demonstrate that the SSDQO potential energy function can accurately mimic the potential energy function of a multipoint model using the moments of that model. First, the SSDQO potential energy function using the dipole, quadruple, and octupole moments from SPC/E, TIP3P, or TIP5P is shown to reproduce the dimer potential energy functions of the respective multipoint model. In addition, in Monte Carlo simulations of the pure liquid at room temperature, SSDQO reproduces radial distribution functions of the respective model. However, the Monte Carlo simulations using the SSDQO model are about three times faster than those using the three-point models and the long-range interactions decay faster for SSDQO (1/r(3) and faster) than for multipoint models (1/r). Moreover, the contribution of each moment to the energetics and other properties can be determined. Overall, the simplicity, efficiency, and accuracy of the SSDQO potential energy function make it potentially very useful for studies of aqueous solvation by computer simulations.